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Introduction

We remove many cavity BPMs in 2016 October – November
in order to reduce the wake field source.

After the wake field source was removed from the beamline,
the IP beam size is not squeezed less than 50 nm.

The first priority of the ATF2 small beam size tuning
is to investigate the reason, and to achieve the beam size less than 40 nm.
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IP-BSM study
Brief Introduction of Yasui-san’s Master Thesis 

( The university of Tokyo, 2018 ) 
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Comatic Aberration
IP-BSM Laser profile

not Gaussian beam

Transverse misalignment 
Spherical Aberration

Longitudinal misalignment (Focal lens position) 

Differenet beam size

Fringe Pattern Distortion

IP-BSM Laser setup

Design laser path
Actual laser path

Multi-mode laser (M2 > 2)

Profile overlap was not good => Modulation reduction

Modulation reduction 4



Before alignment
After alignment

Measured result by IP-BSM 30 degree mode

Before Alignment

After Alignment Maximum modulation is increased
- after transverse laser path alignment
- after focal lens position adjustment 

It is very important to align the laser path
in order to make the correct modulation 
by same electron beam size.

Effect of the IP-BSM laser alignment

IP-BSM modulation was measured
at same beam condition.
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IP-BSM Laser Position stability 

Temperature Stabilization
after startup

Temperature Stabilization
after startup

Day-night temperature change

Day-night temperature change

It was found that IP-BSM laser position was changed 
- by drifting to the laser temperature stabilization (1st 1 day).
- by oscillating by day-night temperature change (every day).

(New laser tuning procedure)
The laser alignment is carried out at 1 day after the laser startup. 
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Comment for Ultra-low beta study

25nm

In order to measure the 25nm beam size,
we must achieve more than 80% modulation in IP-BSM 174 degree mode.

It is very important to reduce the modulation reduction factor.
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Linear Optics Matching
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2017 Autumn operation
Large nonlinear IP horizontal profile was observed

at the FF optics with small IP horizontal beta function.

We operated 20x1 optics to observed the clear IP-BSM modulation at 174degree mode. 

It is important to correct the 2nd order aberration.
One of the main topics in winter operation 

At the beginning of 2018 winter operation 
Standardization of DR main magnets.
=> The beam energy at FF beamline was changed by -0.5%.

( Strength of B5FF, 2FF and B1FF was reduced by 0.5%. ) 

The FF sextupole strength was reset to the design strength.

The nonlinear IP horizontal profile was not observed even for 2.5x1 optics. 

betaX*= 10 mm
Xemit = 1.4 nm
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Horizontal Nonliner Knob
posted at ATF Lognote 2018/01/31 Day

X22 = +/-0.5
Δ SF6FF  = 4.0 A
Δ SF5FF  = 2.0 A
Δ SD4FF = 0.3 A

X26 = +/-1.0
Δ SF6FF  = 1.9 A
Δ SF5FF  = 1.8 A
Δ SD4FF = 1.6 A

The nonlinear confirmation
was done by 2.5 x 1 optics

X66 = +/-0.5
Δ SF6FF  = 5.8 A
Δ SF5FF  = 4.5 A
Δ SD4FF = 0.4 A

Horizontal IP profile by IP wire scanners
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Effect to IP horizontal profile by vertical nonlinear knob 
IP horizontal profile (IP wire scanner)
by 2.5 x 1 optics at 2018/01/31

IP-BSM modulation (30 degree mode)
by 10 x 1 optics at 2018/02/01

Y24 knob

Y46 knob

Y24 = +0.2 (ΔSD4 =-3.8 A) Y24 = -0.2 (ΔSD4 =+3.8 A)

Center; -0.02
Width; 0.12

Y46 = +0.1 (ΔSD4 =+4.3 A) Y46 = -0.1 (ΔSD4 =-4.3 A)

Center; 0.00
Width; 0.04

Horizontal 2nd order aberration by Normal FF sextupoles were corrected.
It was confirmed not to affect to horizontal IP profile by changing Y24, Y46.
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The beam energy at FF beamline was shifted at 2017 autumn operation by +0.5%.

The beam energy was recovered after we did the standardization of DR magnets.
We skipped the standardization procedures at least 2017 autumn operation.
It is  very important to standardize DR magnets every startup.

Comments; 
Some DR main magnets were down at 3/13/2018 swing shift.
But, we put the original current to the troubled magnets after the standardization.
The beam condition was correctly recovered.

Strength of the normal sextupole magnet setting seemed to be good
for 2018 Feb-March operation.

- 2nd order aberrations for IP horizontal beam size was corrected well.
- The 2nd order correction for vertical direction was small impact to horizontal beam size

within the operational range. 

Summary of linear optics matching
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IP beam size tuning status
at 2018 March last operation week
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When emitY=12pm, BetaY*=0.11mm.
=> SigmaY*=36 nm

Beam Optics at 2018 March Operation

Minimum beam size was 70 nm.
IP-BSM modulation was reducing
M=0.25 => 0.15 in the IP beam size tuning. 

Emittance was larger than design ??
Then, beam optics was rematched.

Beam size measured by ODR
also suggested larger beam size ??
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When emitY=20pm, BetaY*=0.18mm.
=> SigmaY*=60 nm

When emitY=20pm, BetaY*=0.11mm.
=> SigmaY*=47 nm

Optics 
Matching
(03/14)

Optics Matching ( 03/14/2018 )
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Optics rematched

Vertical Orbit Jitter

Horizontal Orbit Jitter

Jitter difference
by optics

Vertical jitter was increasing …

Vertical dispersion at QD10/QD4 was 0.5m Vertical
dispersion
correction

Beam jitter history 
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No time to apply Y26 knob,
but the beam size was still about 70 nm.

No time to optimize the IP-BSM lens position.

If the modulation reduction factor is
80% ; 70 nm => 65 nm
70% ; 70 nm => 61 nm

The IP-BSM optimization is important
to evaluate the IP beam size.

Final beam size in 2018 March Operation 
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( Beam intensity for IP beam size tuning ) = 1.0-1.2e9
( Effect of intensity dependence ) 

70 nm => 65 nm

No time to reduce the intensity dependence by wake field source scan (reference cavity).
The intensity dependence in March 2018 was large.

Intensity dependence

Intensity dependence also affect to evaluate the IP beam size. 18



Summary of IP beam size tuning

We measured the IP beam with 2 set of ATF2 optics.
One optics is EmitY/betaY*=0.11, and another is EmitY/BetaY*=0.18.
IP beam sizes for both optics were 65-70 nm ( still larger than 50nm ).
=> We should do the coupling correction with multi-OTR. 

The measured beam size was included the systematic error of IP-BSM monitor.
=> We should tune the IP-BSM monitor itself.

The intensity dependence was larger than last week,
but the contribution was 25nm/1e9.
=> We should reduce the intensity dependence by reference cavity scan.

Furthermore, we need to take care of the dispersion drift within the knob scan,
especially the day with large temperature variation.
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